
Meeting Minutes
Horsham Blueprint Steering Committee

Monday 3rd April 2017
Rehoboth Baptist Church, New Street

Present:

Diane Sumpter 
Trudie Mitchell
Ron Bates
Graham Sitton

Mary Crosbie
Godfrey Newman
Andrew Cooke (Acting Chair)

1 Welcome / Introductions
Andrew welcomed every one to the meeting, and apologies for the cancellation of the “Next Steps 
Planning meeting”.

2 Minutes/ Actions from the last meeting 
Minutes of the last meeting (27th February 2017) agreed.  

3 Finance (including Groundworks)
Andrew confirmed that the Groundworks end of grant report had been submitted and that the 
outstanding balance of ££5902.71 now needs to be returned. 

Timing of the new Groundworks application to be agreed at the rescheduled “Next Steps” meeting 
meeting.

Diane reported that current balances were as follows:

Current A/c £1730.38
HTCP a balance of  £5.52 will be remaining following the repayment of the Groundworks Grant.

                                                                                                                                    Action: Diane

4 Steering Committee membership 

 Mary confirmed that David Searle (HTCP) is willing to participate on project/ short term 
basis; and Ron indicated that Ray Baylis (Horsham Society) might be interest in 
contributing.

 Andrew contacted Les Amstead; however Les is involved with Pulborough not Southwater 
as originally understood.

                                                                                  Action: Andrew to follow up with Ray & David

5 Engagement with North Horsham PC

Andrew confirmed that he had been in email contact that NHPC and that they have decided to go 
ahead with Neighbourhood plan; and that hoping to meet with NHPC representatives during W/C 
10th April to discuss  subject to availability.

Andrew explained that he had emailed Locality requesting advice on the implications of  
cooperation with NHPC on the basis of three different options. Localities response is as follows 
(Locality reply in italics).



A genuine joint plan - where Blueprint and the parish  "merge" for the 
purposes of  producing one plan that covered the whole area;

 If you decide to go with this option then the Parish would legally have to lead on 
this neighbourhood plan as part of the area would fall under the parish boundary.  
The planning guidance is clear on this stating 

In a designated neighbourhood area which contains all or part of the administrative 
area of a town or parish council, the town or parish council is responsible for 
neighbourhood planning.

  As Horsham Blueprint is a designated forum then you would have to go back to the start 

of the process and the parish would have to apply for a new area that covered the entire 
area.  The forum would then cease to legally exist.  The new area would have to be 

consulted on and justified in planning terms when it is submitted to the LPA. 

Blueprint and the Parish work jointly together to produce a single plan which is 
badged as both Blueprints and the  Parishes; 

As above, if there is a Parish council for ANY of the neighbourhood plan area then it must 
be them that lead on the plan, in practice members of the forum could form part of the 
steering group but they would have no formal status and the forum would have to cease 
to exist. Again you would have to go through re-designation and undertake new 

consultation and follow all the formal stages.  

We work together to produce two separate but complementary plans.   

This approach could be followed, there is nothing in the legislation on this as such on how 
you would go about it but you could bring forward two neighbourhood plans at the same 
time, the forum leading on one and the parish on the other but working closely on policies
and consultation to ensure they are complementary. We would encourage groups to 
ensure this process is transparent and open as possible. As I mentioned above we are in 
the process of finalising our MOU guidance which gives advice on how you can undertake 
MOUs (it’s mostly aimed at MOUs between neighbourhood plan groups and the Local 
Authority but the principles are the same) 

We’d The local planning authority have a legal duty to support you and should be able to 
offer you advice on how best your plans can work together.  

Way forwards to be considered following initial discussions with NHPC. However it was noted that 
the timing mismatch might cause potential issues over Horsham Blueprint Information becoming 
out of date of the Blueprint plan was delayed because of the NHPC Plan.

                                                                                                                                 Action: Andrew

6 Standard of AECOM reports

Comprehensive response received from AECOM via Locality regarding the site allocation report 
(circulated to the Committee prior to the meeting). It was noted that in retrospect we did not convey 
to HDC (when we provided them the site allocation report for information) the parameters to which 
AECOM were working. 

It was noted that the AECOM Heritage and Culture is still to be received. 

                                                                                                                                 Action: Andrew



7 Site allocations 

Andrew to write to HDC confirming that Horsham Blueprint will not be including site allocations in 
their plan.

                                                                                                                                Action: Andrew

8 Working Group Feedback

Green Spaces working group. Diane reported that the Green Spaces Working Group meet on the
29th March and is  producing a list of “green spaces” within the Blueprint area. And that to help with 
this someone one from the group would be attending a training session (19th  May 2017) on the 
West Sussex Council Mapping system to enable the “green spaces” to be accurately identified and 
mapped.

Development and Conservation. Ron reported that the group last met on the 3rd March and that 
work had been done to identify bus routes within the Blueprint Area .

Other matters – the need to understand the needs of cyclists was discussed and in particular the 
need to develop appropriate policies in relation to cycle routes (eg design specification) etc. Andrew
to approach Horsham Cycling Forum for information.

                                                                                                                                  Action: Andrew

9 Moving forwards – Saturday morning workshop.

Agreed to reschedule – with the previously agreed Agenda

 Stock-take (working group feed back).

 Review of working group outputs against; survey results/ consultation feed back)

 Groundworks Grant Application

 Agreeing the scope of the plan (including business needs)

 Next steps, such drafting of policies, possible appointment of consultant (funding 

permitting).

 AGM – agenda theme/topics

                                                                                                                                  Action: Andrew

10 AGM

Agreed to reschedule the AGM because of the delayed Saturday Morning Workshop. Two possible 
dates suggested 24th June or the 1st July.  Andrew to circulate Doodle Poll.

Ron suggested that Gordon Lindsay Cabinet Member for Local Economy be invited.

                                                                                                                                  Action: Andrew

Post meeting note: 24th June not available for the AGM.

11 AOB

Diane reported that HTCP have been approached to arrange a meeting to discuss the “visitor 
economy” It was noted that whilst the Neighbourhood Councils had been invited Blueprint had not. 
Diane to enquire Horsham Blueprint had not.

                                                                                                                                     Action: Diane



12 Date of next meeting

8th May 2017 at Rehoboth


